MAKE NETGEAR YOUR
FIRST CHOICE AND
STEP UP TO A BETTER
NETWORK EXPERIENCE.
Our digital world is changing fast.
The Internet of Things (IoT) will add
countless more devices and users
to networks. Data production and
consumption will continue to rise.
Technology reach will extend deeper
into organizations and connections
will need to be faster. Everywhere.
Find out more at: netgear.com/
business/products/switches
Re-Seller:

Plug and Play switching for organizations
in need of instant connectivity. No
management required.
Achieve a dependable and durable switched
network that’s backed up with class leading
Lifetime warranty and after sales support.

Entry level management for essential
services. Set priority for voice, video
and other data traffic for enhanced
service and performance.

All the great capability of Web Managed
(Plus) switches, but in a versatile form
factor so you can put your ports exactly
where you want them.

For growing organizations needing more
refined control, incorporating secure setup, access and automated management of
prioritized voice, video and data traffic.

Achieve a more capable network with the
same ease of use and dependability
as Unmanaged.

Achieve a more capable, unique and compelling
network proposition that lets you place your
ports virtually anywhere.

Achieve a more capable network with
comprehensive network features priced
for SMB budgets.
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We understand the importance of a stable
and robust network infrastructure. ProSAFE®
products are designed to exceed the high
standards required of business-class networks
and come with lifetime hardware warranty,
lifetime next business day replacement and
lifetime technical support as standard. Optional
enhanced support is available using OnCall 24
x 7 spanning one, three and five year plans.

A natural progression from Smart Managed,
but adding “Pay-as-you-go” by allowing
up to 6 switches to be logically stacked
and managed as one. Delivers extra peace
of mind through resilient links to minimize
downtime and maximize performance with
faster connection speeds to the center or
backbone of your network.

For bigger and maturing networks where
granular control is key to minimizing traffic
congestion and performance bottlenecks
for convergence based applications.

If uninterrupted service is top of the
checklist, managed stackable provides sub
second failover to keep you connected
where it matters most.

Advance your networking to a new
generation of Chassis switch to provide
reliability, vastly increased speed and
deployment versatility.

Achieve a finely tuned network to support
demanding applications.

Convergence based networks based on VoIP,
Surveillance and Wireless along with super fast
backbone connections to virtualized systems
warrant a solution with maximum uptime.

Unmatched in its class spanning PoE to Gigabit
and 10G port density, this is a platform that
has no hidden licensing or support costs and
where Enterprise IT meets SMB price points.

Achieve a network with maximum uptime
and performance.

Achieve a network with maximum uptime
and ultimate performance to support Mission
Critical needs from the Core to the Edge.

Achieve a dependable, resilient network.
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BEST-FIT SWITCHING
SOLUTIONS FOR
PROGRESSIVE SMALL TO
MID-SIZED BUSINESSES

